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Over 200 Popular Books for Teens Free!

You can't buy happiness - but you can download it for free! Let's face it: sometimes we just need a good book written specifically for teens to really turn our mood around. If you're feeling low, Obooko is an amazing platform for you to lift your spirits by downloading e-books in any genre, including romance, fantasy, sci-fi, humor, mystery and action/adventure.

The majority of books written for teens on Obooko are written by independent authors, who often offer up some great takes on traditional genres and formats. The best part is that there are no paywalls or membership fees: everything is absolutely free! All you have to do is browse our extensive library of popular teen books, which are available in the three most popular digital book formats (epub, pdf, kindle), ready for instant download to your phone, tablet, laptop or desktop.

Finding Your Favourite Teen Subjects to Read

Reading is a great way to develop empathy and expand your worldview, but it's also a cool way to escape from the stresses of everyday life: to be able to sit down, open a book written for your age group, and lose yourself in another world is something that everyone should experience at least once in their lives. But it's not always easy to find good stories specifically for teens (and sometimes it's even more difficult to find the time to read one!)

It's our mission at Obooko to make it easier for you, no matter what age you are or what country or background you come from, to discover fantastic fiction for teenagers that will inspire you, enrich your life, and provide a much-needed escape from the real world.

Finding good books for teens isn’t easy because it might be a time when everything seems like it's changing for you, when you start to feel like an adult but aren't sure if you are one yet, and when you feel pressure to figure out who you are and what your place in the world is. It's easy to feel lonely during this time, surrounded by teenagers feeling the same way but not knowing how to connect with them. That's why teen literature can be so important—it's a way for you, as a teeager, to feel understood and to know that you’re not alone.

Which Teen Books Do You think You’ll Enjoy?

You probably know the best thing about being a teen is that you have all the time in the world to read amazing stories online. But between school, studying, and hanging out with friends, it can be hard to find the right free reading material for teens. So, if you don't have time to read all the great free novels out there—but still want to make sure you get some good stories into your reading list—let us help you out. Our team has created a unique collection from romance books through to mystery, fantasy, horror and dystopian books for teens. And everything in-between: that will make you laugh, cry, think, and even change your life! Whether you're looking for something new to read or just want some recommendations for your next book club meeting, we've got your back.

When looking for a new book to read, many people first make a decision based on the genre. But how much do you know about each category in teen literature? And what are today's most popular stories in the world of teen literature? Let's take a look at some common types and see which ones are the most read and shared among teens.

Historical Fictions for teens - This type of book is set in a time period before it was written. They are often based around real events or people, but have imaginary characters and plot lines woven into them. A couple of examples are: Phoenix Cottage by Kathleen Thorpe and Wulf the Saxon by G. A. Henty

Fantasy books for teens - This type of story takes place in an imaginary world that contains elements beyond those believed to be possible in reality, such as magic or dragons. They typically follow a teenage hero on their quest to save their world from evil forces. Examples include: Behind His Mask by Stephanie Van Orman and Wizard's Eyes by Ama Rivers.

Realistic - These are stories for teenagers that could actually happen, but they aren't strictly true stories. They usually contain believable characters and situations, and they often deal with social issues or problems that affect teens and may happen in real life. A good example is: Homeland by Cory Doctorow

There are many other teen genres that may interest you:

	Mystery and Suspense for Teens
	Teen Horror
	Teenage Comedy
	Teen Adventure Stories
	Sci-fi for Teens
	Teen Romance
	High School Stories
	Coming of Age Stories
	YA


The Benefits of Reading Teen Books

Here at Obooko, we want to prove that reading is cool. In fact, reading contemporary teen books could make you more popular at school! Here's how:

1) Most of your classmates already read outside school or college. But they don't know what they're missing by not reading stories written for teens only. Especially if they find out you are getting your downloads free from Obooko, not having to use up those book gift cards you got for your birthday!

2) Reading is definitely going to help you increase vocabulary and improve your spelling skills, which means better grades in school! And who doesn't want that?

3) Reading good books for teenagers helps build empathy by getting inside other people's heads and seeing things from their perspective, which is something that can come in handy when dealing with difficult people (like parents!)

4) Reading teen books is one of the best ways to learn about the world. If you're a teenager, reading can help you develop your critical thinking skills, improve your vocabulary and grammar, and even help you understand how to express yourself in writing.

But what if you don't like reading? Or what if you read a book and then feel like it was a waste of time? Here are a couple of tips for finding the right literature for teens who don't like reading:

Try something different. Maybe what you have already read was just too boring! Try reading some factual writing. This way you'll get to learn something new, while also getting lost in a good story. You could even listening to audio or podcasts!

Find something aimed at teens that's similar to one of your favorite TV shows or movies. You already know how much fun it is to watch that show or movie, so why not try reading it? You might be surprised at how much more enjoyable it is when it's written down.

One last thing: our authors don't get paid a bean, they just want you to read their work, so please leave a star-rating and some feedback for each of the Teen books or YA stories you download from obooko. Saying thanks to a writer will make their day!
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